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The concentration of boron-oxygen defects generated in compensated p-type Czochralski silicon has
been measured via carrier lifetime measurements taken before and after activating the defect with
illumination. The rate of formation of these defects was also measured. Both the concentration and
the rate were found to depend on the net doping rather than the total boron concentration. These
results imply that the additional compensated boron exists in a form that is not able to bond with the
oxygen dimers, thus prohibiting the formation of the defect. This could be explained by the presence
of boron-phosphorus complexes, as proposed in previous work. Evidence for reduced carrier
mobilities in compensated silicon is also presented, which has implications for photoconduc-
tance-based carrier lifetime measurements and solar cell performance. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3121208�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recombination centers caused by boron-oxygen defects
are well known in crystalline silicon solar cells.1–3 They are
thought to consist of a substitutional boron �Bs� atom com-
plexed with an interstitial oxygen dimer �O2i�.

4,5 Naturally,
they are most prevalent in material that is both oxygen rich
and boron doped, for example, p-type Czochralski silicon,
and to a lesser degree, p-type multicrystalline silicon.6,7 The
concentration of the Bs–O2i defects has been found to be
approximately linearly related to the boron concentration and
approximately quadratically related to the interstitial oxygen
content.8 The Bs–O2i complexes are formed under illumina-
tion �or by other means of carrier injection� and can be re-
turned to their passive state of isolated Bs and O2i by anneal-
ing at temperatures around 200 °C.9 Further illumination at
typical cell operating temperatures then results in reactiva-
tion of the defect. Recent work showed that the Bs–O2i de-
fects can be converted to a permanently passive state by
annealing under illumination.10

With the advent of new types of low-cost solar-grade
silicon, many of which are compensated,11–15 it is interesting
to consider the extent of Bs–O2i defect creation in compen-
sated silicon. As pointed out recently by Kopecek et al.16 and
Dubois et al.,17 at first glance, one might expect greater con-
centrations of the defect to occur in compensated material
compared to noncompensated material of the same net dop-
ing because it contains additional boron. Note that in com-
pensated p-type silicon, the net doping p0 is given by p0

=NA−ND, where NA and ND are the total ionized acceptor
and donor concentrations, respectively. These additional

Bs–O2i defects would lead to reduced carrier lifetimes in
solar cells made on such material, in addition to the impact
of reduced carrier mobilities expected in compensated mate-
rial.

However, some recent results based on the measurement
of solar cell open-circuit voltages have suggested that the
formation of Bs–O2i defects is no greater in compensated
solar-grade silicon than in comparable noncompensated
material.18,16 This implies that the additional compensated
boron is not able to take part in the defect reaction. Interest-
ingly, Krühler et al.19 previously also observed that the domi-
nant recombination process in solar cells made from com-
pensated p-type Cz-Si appeared to be proportional to the net
doping rather than the boron concentration, leading them to
propose the presence of B–P pairs. Kopecek et al. noted that
these pairs could neatly explain their own observations.16

Such B–P pairs have indeed been observed in single-crystal
silicon via low temperature Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy �FTIR�, both in material that was compensated in
the melt during crystal growth20,21 and also after implanta-
tion and annealing of compensating dopants.22,23

In this work we have used photoconductance-based car-
rier lifetime measurements to quantify the extent of forma-
tion of Bs–O2i defects in strongly compensated Cz silicon
that is otherwise very pure. Via a direct comparison of the
defect concentration in compensated and noncompensated
materials we were able to verify that the Bs–O2i defect con-
centration does indeed depend on the net doping p0 rather
than the boron concentration NA. These conclusions are cor-
roborated by measurements of the defect generation rate,
which was also found to depend on p0 rather than NA. These
observations can be explained by the presence of B–P com-
plexes, possibly in the form of pairs.

In addition, the determination of the defect concentration
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via photoconductance-based carrier lifetime measurements
requires knowledge on the carrier mobilities. Measurement
of the majority carrier mobilities in compensated silicon, via
a combination of free-carrier absorption �FCA� and resistiv-
ity measurements, confirmed that the majority carrier mobil-
ity is reduced in compensated material, in accordance with
the mobility model of Klaassen.24,25

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The samples used were cleaved sections of 155�
155 mm2 pseudosquare, p-type, �100�-oriented Czochralski-
grown silicon �Cz-Si� wafers. There were wafers from three
control ingots �noncompensated�, which were boron doped,
and also two compensated ingots, doped with both boron and
phosphorus. The amounts of dopant added to the melt prior
to the growth of these ingots are shown in Table I. Note that
the actual dopant concentrations in the wafers will be af-
fected by segregation during ingot growth and will vary from
the initial melt concentration. High-purity feedstock and
dopant sources were used during ingot growth, hence we do
not expect significant quantities of unintended dopants.

The interstitial oxygen concentrations �Oi� were mea-
sured by FTIR and were between 9.4�1017 and 1.1
�1018 cm−3, and hence very similar from wafer to wafer.
The measurements were based on the ASTM standard.26 In
addition to the Cz-Si wafers, some boron-doped float-zone
wafers �FZ-Si� with boron concentrations of 3.3
�1016 cm−3 were also included to act as monitors for any
unwanted reduction in surface passivation quality during the
experiment, which could otherwise erroneously be attributed
to the Bs–O2i defect. Such FZ-Si wafers have very low oxy-
gen content and are not subject to the Bs–O2i defect.

In preparation for carrier lifetime measurements, several
samples from each ingot were etched and cleaned. They were
then subject to a phosphorus diffusion step to remove fast-
diffusing metal impurities such as interstitial Fe �Fei�, which
can otherwise make determination of the Bs–O2i defect con-
centration difficult. This can occur because Fei forms pairs
with the acceptor atoms at room temperature, which can be
broken by the illumination needed to activate the Bs–O2i

defect. This causes an additional change in the carrier life-
time that is superposed upon that due to the Bs–O2i defect.
Another benefit of performing gettering is that the electronic
quality of the compensated silicon prior to activation of the

Bs–O2i defect can be assessed in the absence of additional
impurities. The high temperature associated with the phos-
phorus gettering also eliminates any unwanted thermal do-
nors in the Cz-Si.7

After etching the gettering layer, all samples were coated
at 400 °C with plasma-enhanced chemical vapor-deposited
silicon nitride for surface passivation. The wafers were ini-
tially 200 �m thick, with a random pyramid texture on both
surfaces. After the etching steps described above, the sur-
faces were planar and the samples had a final thickness of
between 130 and 140 �m. The silicon nitride deposition was
followed by a 400 °C forming gas anneal for 20 min, which
we have found improves the surface passivation. Extraction
of the samples from the forming gas furnace was performed
in the dark to ensure that no activation of the Bs–O2i defect
occurred due to room light as the samples cooled.

Effective carrier lifetimes were measured with the quasi-
steady-state photoconductance �QSSPC� technique and the
transient photoconductance decay �PCD� technique.27 Mea-
surements were performed after extraction from the forming
gas anneal furnace in the dark, yielding a measure of the
lifetime prior to any Bs–O2i defect activation, which we re-
fer to as �annealed. The lifetime was measured again after
2 days of illumination under a halogen lamp with an inten-
sity equivalent to approximately one-tenth of 1 sun. This
should be sufficient to fully activate the Bs–O2i defect.9 This
was confirmed via illumination for an extra 3 days, which
did not cause any additional reduction in the lifetime. This
final lifetime is denoted as �degraded.

The relative defect concentration N
t
* can then be deter-

mined via N
t
*=1 /�degraded−1 /�annealed, where by convention7

the carrier lifetimes are measured at an excess carrier density
equal to 10% of the net doping p0 �note that it is the net
doping rather than the total acceptor concentration that de-
termines the recombination activity of a given defect�.

Typical resistivities of the wafers used in this work, as
measured via the dark conductance, are shown in Table I. A
range is shown for the higher resistivity controls since they
were somewhat variable from wafer to wafer and depended
slightly on the thermal history �due to thermal donor annihi-
lation�. The resistivities of wafers from the other ingots were
more uniform and stable. Assuming that the majority carrier
�hole� mobilities in the noncompensated control samples are
equal to the values expected from Klaassen’s mobility

TABLE I. Some parameters for the five ingots studied: boron and phosphorus concentrations added to the melt, measured resistivities, hole mobilities from
Klaassen’s model, equilibrium hole concentrations p0 determined from the resistivity, and hole mobility, the boron and phosphorus concentrations NA and ND

in the wafers determined by GDMS, and NA measured via the iron-acceptor repairing time constants �assoc.

Ingot

Boron
added to

melt
�cm−3�

Phosphorus added
to melt
�cm−3�

Measured
resistivity

�
�� cm�

�h �cm2 /V s�
�Klaassen’s

model�

Equilibrium
hole
conc.

p0

�cm−3�

NA from
GDMS
�cm−3�

ND from
GDMS
�cm−3�

NA from
�assoc

�cm−3�

74 0.35�1016 Nil 3.5–6.5 435–443 �0.41–0.22��1016 �1016 �1015 0.36�1016

72 1.75�1016 Nil 1.1 409 1.4�1016 1.2�1016 �1015 1.7�1016

73 5.0�1016 Nil 0.44 368 3.9�1016 4.2�1016 �1015 4.3�1016

45 3.25�1016 2.75�1016 2.0 ¯ ¯ 3.7�1016 3.3�1016 4.0�1016

44 7.5�1016 5.0�1016 0.57 ¯ ¯ 7.1�1016 4.5�1016 8.1�1016
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model,24,25 the corresponding boron concentrations NA can
be determined for the control samples, and are also shown in
Table I. We have chosen to use Klaassen’s mobility model in
this work, as it accounts for the different scattering cross
sections of minority and majority dopant atoms and so
should in principle be applicable to compensated silicon.

Table I also shows independent measurements of the bo-
ron and phosphorus concentrations NA and ND in similar wa-
fers from both the control and compensated ingots by glow-
discharge mass spectrometry �GDMS� performed at
SINTEF.28,29 The samples were presputtered for 5 min to
remove surface contamination, with a sputtering rate of ap-
proximately 20 nm /s. The relative sensitivity factors for this
apparatus applied to a silicon matrix have recently been
found to be 1.5 for boron and 1.1 for phosphorus.

NA was also determined by the recently proposed tech-
nique based on measuring the iron-acceptor pair association
time constant �assoc.

30 This technique in principle allows for
the measurement of the total acceptor concentration even in
the presence of compensation, since the additional B atoms
remain ionized and hence Coulombically attractive to posi-
tively charged Fei. The surprising fact that the technique ap-
pears to work even in the suggested presence of B–P com-
plexes is discussed below.

Note that the samples used for the GDMS and Fe-
acceptor pairing were of slightly different resistivities to
those studied here, although they were from the same ingots.
Nevertheless, the NA values agree reasonably well with those
determined from the resistivity for the control wafers. The
NA values determined by these techniques for the compen-
sated samples will prove useful in the analysis below. All
lifetime and resistivity measurements were performed at
304�2 K, and the mobilities calculated with Klaassen’s mo-
bility model24,25 were determined at this temperature also.

A key parameter for the analysis below is the net doping
p0. It could, in principle, be estimated by subtracting the
boron and phosphorus concentrations determined by GDMS,
but this is rather inaccurate, especially when the compensa-
tion is strong. Resistivity measurements alone are not suffi-
cient since the majority carrier mobility is affected by com-
pensation to a degree that is not well known. In this paper we
have used FCA measured by a Cary 5 spectrophotometer
fitted with an integrating sphere to estimate p0 in the com-
pensated samples by direct comparison to the FCA observed
in the noncompensated controls and by assuming a value for
p0 for the control wafers based on the resistivity data and
hole mobilities from Klaassen’s model, shown in Table I.
Our wafers are thin, and the FCA is not strong in the near-IR
region. Hence we used the original 200 �m thick textured
wafers with a mirror placed behind them to significantly in-
crease the optical path length of the infrared photons and
increase the absorptance to a sufficiently noise-free level.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A difficulty in applying the photoconductance-based life-
time measurement techniques used here �whether QSSPC or
PCD� to compensated samples is that these techniques re-
quire a knowledge on the majority and minority carrier mo-

bility sum �h+�e. This is necessary in order to determine the
excess carrier density �n from the conductance. The values
of �n must be known quite accurately to enable the carrier
lifetime to be extracted at an excess carrier density equal to
10% of the net doping p0 in the sample. In fact, in the case of
the QSSPC technique, the lifetime itself, as well as the ex-
cess carrier density, depends on the mobility sum. Many of
our samples had effective lifetimes of less than 100 �s,
meaning we could only apply the QSSPC approach �since
the decay of the transient flash is too slow to allow accurate
transient measurements in such cases�. For noncompensated
crystalline silicon, the default mobility model routinely used
in the analysis of photoconductance lifetimes is a parametri-
zation based on the measured data of Dannhauser and
Krausse.31,32 However, this mobility model is not strictly
valid for compensated silicon since it does not account for
the different scattering cross sections of majority and minor-
ity dopant atoms. Hence, we have developed a procedure for
estimating the mobility sum in the compensated material in
order to generate more accurate lifetime and �n values from
the measured photoconductance.

The following sections describe our measurements of p0

via FCA and then the use of this information, coupled with
the resistivity, to determine the majority carrier mobilities in
the compensated wafers. These values were then compared
with those from Klaassen’s mobility model,24,25 which in
principle can account for scattering from additional compen-
sated majority and minority dopant atoms. A reasonable
agreement then prompted us to use this same mobility model
to estimate the minority carrier mobilities, yielding the mo-
bility sum, and allowing us to determine the lifetimes at the
required excess carrier densities.

A. Measuring the net doping p0

Figure 1 plots the “apparent” reflectance R as a function
of wavelength measured on textured samples from each in-
got, with a mirror positioned behind the samples. The small
amount of light absorbed by the mirror has been corrected
for. Note that the apparent reflectance measurement does not
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FIG. 1. Apparent reflectance as a function of wavelength measured on tex-
tured wafers with a mirror placed behind them.
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only include primary reflections from the front surface but
also trapped photons which pass multiple times within the
sample and which eventually re-emerge through the front
surface. Below 1200 nm the reflectance decreases rapidly
due to electron-hole pair generation within the silicon, while
above 1200 nm, the reflectance is dominated by FCA. In this
region, the samples with a greater net doping concentration
show a reduced reflectance.

Since there can be almost no transmission of light
through the mirror, the absorptance is A=1−R. Figure 2
shows the “normalized” absorptance at 1700 nm for the non-
compensated samples only as a function of p0. The normal-
ization firstly involved a linear correction for small varia-
tions in the sample thickness. We also subtracted a fixed
fraction of the incident light which escapes through the sides
of the sample �not a negligible fraction due to the excellent
light-trapping produced by the surface texture�. This “leak-
age” was found to be approximately 8%. In general, the frac-
tion of leaked light will also depend weakly on the amount of
FCA, and hence the net doping, but we have neglected this
small correction here.

The result is an approximately linear relationship be-
tween p0 and the normalized absorptance, as shown by the
straight line in Fig. 2. By measuring the absorptance in the
compensated samples, we may use this linear fit to estimate
the p0 for those samples also. The results are shown in Table
II. Note the strong compensation in these wafers, for ingot
45, approximately 75% of the boron is compensated by

phosphorus, whereas for ingot 44, about 50% of the boron is
compensated. Based on estimates for the uncertainty and ran-
dom noise in the reflectance measurements, and the uncer-
tainty in the p0 values for the noncompensated wafers �5%�,
the uncertainty in p0 for the compensated samples is approxi-
mately 10%. Note that a linear relationship between p0 and
the absorption coefficient has been confirmed previously for
p-type silicon with hole concentrations in the range observed
here.33

B. Determining the carrier mobilities and lifetimes

We may then proceed to determine the majority carrier
�hole� mobility for the compensated samples, via the resis-
tivity � and p0 measurements, using 1 /�=q�̇hp0, with q as
the elementary charge. The results are �h=319�40 and
303�30 cm2 /V s for ingots 45 and 44, respectively, as
listed in Table II. These may be compared to the predicted
hole mobilities from Klaassen’s model, using as input param-
eters the NA values estimated from the iron-acceptor pair
association time constant �assoc, and ND values determined
via ND=NA− p0, as also listed in Table II �note that these NA

and ND values are in good agreement with the GDMS values
in Table I�. The results are �h=347 and 307 cm2 /V s for
ingots 45 and 44, respectively, in very good agreement with
our measured mobility values. By way of comparison, in the
absence of compensation, Klaassen’s model predicts that
p-type samples with the same values of p0 would have hole
mobilities of 419 and 372 cm2 /V s for ingots 45 and 44,
respectively, revealing that the compensation does have a
significant impact on mobility. Our measured mobilities are
24% and 19% lower than these values. Lower mobilities
have been reported in compensated silicon previously.34–36

The results above imply that Klaassen’s model yields
reasonable estimates of the majority carrier mobilities in the
compensated samples. We then propose to trust it further by
using it to estimate the electron mobility, thus yielding the
mobility sum �h+�e that is needed in calculating the carrier
lifetime from the photoconductance data.27 The mobility
sums are also shown in Table II.

We are then able to calculate the carrier lifetimes from
measured photoconductance data for both the noncompen-
sated and compensated samples. These are shown in Fig. 3,
with all lifetimes reported at an excess carrier density equal
to 10% of the net doping p0. Lifetimes are reported both
before and after activation of the Bs–O2i defect. Firstly note
that the FZ control samples are not degraded, as expected
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FIG. 2. Normalized absorptance at 1700 nm as a function of the equilibrium
hole concentration p0 for the noncompensated control samples. The solid
line is a linear fit to the data.

TABLE II. Measured and estimated parameters for the two compensated ingots: measured resistivities, net
doping from FCA data, the corresponding hole mobilities �h, NA measured via the iron-acceptor repairing time
constants �assoc ND determined via NA− p0 hole mobilities �h from Klaassen’s model with NA and ND as input
parameters, and the mobility sum �h+�e from Klaassen’s model.

Ingot

Measured
resistivity �

�� cm�

Net doping
p0 from

FCA
�cm−3�

Measured
�h �cm2 /V s�

NA from
�assoc

�cm−3�
ND=NA− p0

�cm−3�

�h �cm2 /V s�
�Klaassen’s

model�

�h+�e

�cm2 /V s�
�Klaassen�

45 2.0 0.98�1016 319 4.0�1016 3.0�1016 347 1169
44 0.57 3.6�1016 303 8.1�1016 4.5�1016 307 980
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due to their low oxygen content. This allows us to attribute
any reduction in lifetimes in the Cz samples to the Bs–O2i

defect rather than, for example, instabilities in the SiN sur-
face passivation.

After degradation, the lifetimes are reduced by approxi-
mately an order of magnitude in both the compensated and
noncompensated Cz wafers. These lifetimes are subsequently
used to determine the Bs–O2i defect concentration N

t
*. How-

ever, at this point it is interesting to note that the lifetimes in
the compensated samples are lower than, but not far below,
those observed in the control samples, as indicated by the
dashed lines in Fig. 3. This implies that even quite strongly
compensated material could, in principle, be suitable for so-
lar cell fabrication, notwithstanding reductions in the carrier
mobilities.

C. Determining the defect concentration Nt
*

It is now straightforward to determine the Bs–O2i defect
concentration N

t
* via the expression N

t
*=1 /�degraded−

1 /�annealed. The results are shown in Fig. 4. For the noncom-
pensated control samples, the defect concentration increases
approximately linearly with the boron concentration NA, as
expected.8 The dashed line is fitted through the control data
to provide a comparison for the compensated data. The N

t
*

values for the compensated samples are shown plotted as a
function of the net doping p0 and also plotted against the
boron concentration NA as determined from the iron-acceptor
association time �assoc.

If the Bs–O2i defects were able to form with all of the
boron in the samples, then the compensated data plotted as a
function of NA should line up with the control data. However,
this is clearly not the case. In fact, the compensated data are
in reasonable agreement with the control data when plotted
against p0. This implies that it is only the uncompensated
boron that is available to form the Bs–O2i defect or, con-
versely, that the compensated boron must be present in a

form that cannot bond with oxygen dimers �or at least if it
does, it forms a complex that is not recombination active�.
This observation could be explained by the presence of B–P
complexes.

The uncertainties in N
t
* shown in Fig. 4 were calculated

by assuming an uncertainty in the carrier lifetime measure-
ments of 10% for the control samples, which is a conserva-
tive estimate for QSSPC measurements.37 An uncertainty of
20% in the lifetime measurements was assumed for the com-
pensated samples due to additional uncertainty in the mobil-
ity sum. Uncertainties in the p0 values for the control
samples were 5% and 10% for the compensated samples, as
described above. The uncertainty in NA for the compensated
samples derived from iron-acceptor repairing was estimated
at 20%.30

D. The defect generation rate

Further indirect evidence for B–P complexes comes
from measurements of the generation rate of the Bs–O2i de-
fect. An attractive aspect of this approach is that it does not
require knowledge on the absolute value of the lifetime or
injection level, but only a measurement of the relative
change in lifetime, from which a time constant is extracted.
Hence modifications to the carrier mobilities are not required
for accurate results, in contrast to the analysis above regard-
ing the defect concentrations.

The generation rate of the Bs–O2i defect has been shown
to be proportional to p0�NA.38 Here, NA is implicitly under-
stood to mean the concentration of boron atoms available for
defect generation. The dependence on p0 comes from the
requirement for the oxygen dimers to capture free holes to
facilitate their diffusion. An assumption in the model is that
the oxygen dimer concentration is much less than p0, which
will certainly be true for the samples studied here. In com-
pensated p-type silicon, if all of the phosphorus atoms are
complexed with boron atoms, then the amount of boron
available for defect formation is simply p0, and the genera-
tion rate will be proportional to p0

2. On the other hand, if all
of the boron is isolated, and hence able to bond with the
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oxygen dimers, then the generation rate will be proportional
to p0�NA.

The generation rate of the defect Rgen is determined by
fitting a curve of the form N

t
*�t�=A+B�1−exp�−Rgent�� to

measurements of the increase in defect concentration under
illumination, where A and B are constants. For these mea-
surements, the white-light illumination intensity was ap-
proximately 10 mW cm−2, and the temperature was 25 °C.
Examples are shown in Fig. 5 for wafers from the two com-
pensated ingots. Note that our data could be fitted quite well
with such a single exponential, unlike the light-induced deg-
radation observed recently in compensated solar cells made
with solar-grade silicon,39 which also contains additional im-
purities other than extra dopants.

Figure 6 shows defect generation rate values determined
for the noncompensated controls and also for the two com-
pensated ingots, plotted either against p0

2, or against p0NA.
Figure 6 also shows Rgen data for noncompensated material
taken from Bothe et al.9 and Rein et al.40 The solid line

represents the model of Palmer et al.38 All of the data for
noncompensated silicon follows this model quite well. How-
ever, for the case of the compensated material, when plotted
against p0NA, there is a clear discrepancy. When plotted
against p0

2, the data match the expected model. This reveals
that the excess boron is not able to form the Bs–O2i defect in
these samples. In other words, it excludes the possibility that
the dimers still bond with the B–P complexes, and that this
complex is not active in terms of recombination. This possi-
bility could not be excluded on the basis of the defect con-
centration measurements above.

E. Discussion

The proposed presence of B–P complexes raises one im-
mediate question—why do these complexes apparently pre-
vent the formation of the Bs–O2i defect, while the formation
of Fei-acceptor pairs proceeds unaffected? In other words,
why does the Bs–O2i defect formation rate depend on p0,
while the Fei-acceptor pair formation rate depends on NA? A
possible explanation is that both the B and P atoms in the
B–P complexes remain ionized, forming a type of “dipole” in
the silicon lattice. Then the B atoms would remain negatively
charged, acting as a coulombic attractor for Fei, just as iso-
lated boron atoms do. Since the Fei-acceptor repairing rate is
independent of the “acceptor” species,41 the measured repair-
ing time will not be affected if some of the boron is in the
form of B–P complexes even if the recombination activity of
the resulting “Fe–B–P” complexes may be different from the
normal FeB pairs.

Why then is the oxygen dimer not able to bind with
these B–P complexes? The B atom remains charged, which is
necessary for the formation of the defect.38 However, it may
be that there is insufficient space around the B–P complex
for the dimer to bond, or that the presence of the negatively
charged P atom “behind” the B atom does not allow the
dimer to properly “wrap around” the B atom. Interestingly,
the lack of space around larger acceptor species is believed
to be the reason why there is no Gas–O2i analog to the
Bs–O2i defect in Ga-doped p-type silicon.5 On the other
hand, Fe–Ga pairs are known to form readily in such
material.41 Detailed computer modeling, for example, using
local electron-density functional theory,42 would be required
to verify this possibility.

Finally, a further implication of the possible presence of
B–P complexes is that there may be fewer scattering centers
to reduce the carrier mobilities, compared to the case where
the B and P remain isolated.

IV. CONCLUSION

The concentration of Bs–O2i defects that are created in
compensated p-type silicon under illumination is approxi-
mately proportional to the net doping p0 rather than the total
boron concentration NA. In addition, the rate at which these
defects form is proportional to p0

2, rather than p0�NA, the
latter being expected if all of the boron is able to form com-
plexes with the oxygen dimers. These observations, com-
bined, strongly imply that the compensated boron is unable
to form the Bs–O2i defect. This could be explained by the
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presence of B–P complexes in the material, which, if they
exist, must form at very high temperatures during ingot
growth and cooling. Although such complexes apparently
prohibit the formation of Bs–O2i defects, they still evidently
bond with interstitial iron, as shown previously.30

Whatever the cause of the lower than expected activity
of Bs–O2i defects in compensated p-type silicon, the impli-
cations for solar cells are positive. However, an additional
problem with using compensated material is the reduced mo-
bilities. We have measured small reductions in the majority
carrier mobility here �about 20%�. For devices, however, the
minority carrier mobility is often more important, since it
determines the minority carrier diffusion length. A similar
20% reduction in the minority carrier mobility would result
in a modest 10% reduction in the minority carrier diffusion
length. However, the impact of compensation on minority
carrier mobilities remains to be confirmed.
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